
Observation of guinea fowl eggs - changing 
states – incubation/care/coming out of eggs.
Investigating different oviparous animals.

Domestic animals - Why do people keep 
animals? What do we need to look after them?

Endangered animals - Look at pollution and 
climate change, the role of humans.

Find out about endangered species and the 
countries they live in.

Why do animals live in different places?

What endangered species live in Britain?

Are there any mini beasts that are in danger?

What role do insects play? Do we need them?
How can we support them, encourage more of 
them?

Making posters telling people to put litter in 
bin/recycle rubbish

Observational drawings of eggs, animals and 
plants.
Animal prints.
Mini beast collages - encourage explanations 
of collages and model -'I have used.. 
because...'

Plotting where animals come from and what 
they need to survive on world map. Use local 
map to show animals local area link to house 
teams.

Creating their own 'guess who' animal non-
fiction writing

Animal problem solvers - can we create a 
squirrel obstacle course?

Retelling/reenacting stories with an animal 
focus using role play/small world.

Listening to a wide variety of animal themed 
classical music
Chicken Licken musical play

Development matters
Begin to understand the need to respect and 
care for the natural environment and all living 
things.
Know that there are different countries in the 
world and talk about similarities and 
differences.
Recognise that some environments are 
different from the one they live in.
Name and describe people who are familiar to 
them - people in the community.
Remember and sing entire songs.
Explore the natural world around them and 
describe what they see.

Year 1
Using their observations to suggest answers to 
questions.
Identify and name a variety of animals that are 
carnivores, omnivores and herbivores.

Year2
Observing closely using simple equipment.
Notice animals ,including humans have 
offspring.
All years - recycling, pollution.

Discussing why we need to look after the 
world for future animals and generations.

Learning about taking responsibility for 
the environment by doing some of the 
following:
Care for the environment - keep it clean, litter 
picking

Plant flowers to attract insects.

Adopt an endangered animal.

Learn how to care for pets safely.

Learn how to treat each other with friendship 
and respect.

Conflict resolution – learn to negotiate and 
resolve conflict.

Best kept village competition. What can we do 
to help?

Litter picking - making signs telling people to 
put their litter in the bins provided.

Visit by a local vet.

Invite somebody from RSPB/ARK in to talk to 
the children about what they and their families 
can do to help.

Content: What will we learn? Coherence: How does this link to other year 
groups and core subjects?

Compassion: What opportunities are there to 
show compassion for the environment and 

each other?

Community: Where are the links to local 
expertise and resources? Visits and visitors

Overall outcome

Class will write a list of at least 5 changes all of them can 
make to help save our planet for the future.

All areas of the new adopter EYFs Curriculum

EYFS Term 6
Do animals need our help ?

Key vocabulary

Oi get off of my train John Burningham, How to survive as a shark Kristen Foote, Chickens 
aren't the only ones Ruth Heller, The odd egg Emily Gravatt, Chicken Licken, The great paper 

caper Oliver Jeffers, Leaf Sandra Dieckeman, The Hungry Caterpillar Eric Carle, Omar, the bees 
and me Helen Mortimer, Tidy Emily Gravett, Panda bear, Panda bear,what do you see? Eric 

Carle

Life cycle, oviparous, hatch, recycle, reuse, reduce, protect, action, litter, endangered, 
domestic, wild Transformative diverse individuals

Members of local groups such as ARK who act to make a 
difference.

People who belong to and take action WWF, RSPB etc

Narrative hook

People: The panda bear in Eric Carle’s book 'Panda bear, Panda 
bear, what do you see?
Place: The world
Problem: Animals that are endangered
Possibilities: What we can all do to help protect animals.

Creativity: How will we show we understand 
in multiple ways?


